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/?-Nilpotence, classifying space indecomposability, and other properties
of almost ail finite groups

Hans-Werner Henn and Stewart Priddy

0. Introduction

In this paper we establish several properties holding for almost ail finite groups.
For example we show that a random group is /?-nilpotent and that the completed
reduced double Burnside ring of a random p -group is local or, what is the same

thing, that its classifying space is stably indécomposable. It follows that a random

group has the same moà-p cohomology ring as its Sylow /&gt;-subgroups. Hère the
notions of almost ail and random are those of U. Martin [Mn] who showed that
almost ail p -groups hâve automorphism group a p -group. Our results were partly
inspired by her work and partly by indecomposability questions of classifying
spaces. However, in order to make this paper more accessible to algebraists, we
dérive our topological results as corollaries of their algebraic counterparts.

Use of the double Burnside ring also leads to a generalization of Swan&apos;s

Theorem which computes the mod-/? cohomology of a finite group G with abelian

Sylow p-subgroup P as

H*(G;fp) //*(/&gt;; F,) W\
the invariants under WG{P) NG(P)/P • CG(P)9 where NG(P), resp. CG(P), is the

normalizer, resp. centralizer, of P in G. Our version shows the resuit continues to
hold for non-abelian P provided &quot;taking commutators reduces orders&quot; in P (see

Définition 1.6 and Theorem 1.9).

The paper is organized as follows: In §1, after the requisite définitions we state
the main resuit Theorem 1.3 (the completed reduced double Burnside ring Â(P, P)A
is local for almost ail p-groups) and its corollaries. We observe this follows from
Theorems 1.7 and 1.8. In Theorem 1.7 we describe three group theoretic conditions
on P, which imply Â(P, P)A is local. Theorem 1.8 states that almost ail p-groups
satisfy thèse conditions. Related results are described for gênerai finite groups.
Section 2 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.7. In §3 we recall Martin&apos;s theory
concerning almost ail /?-groups. Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 1.8. In §5
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we dérive group cohomological results, in particular Theorem 1.9, related to certain
of our conditions. Explicit examples are given in §6 of/?-groups with Â(P, P)A local
and BP stably indécomposable.

Finally we remark that our results are somewhat surprising in that previously,
the only known p-groups with Â(P, P)A local were the cyclic groups Z/2n and they
were thought to be exceptional rather than typical as we show.

1. Statement of results

AH groups in this paper are assumed to be finite unless otherwise stated.
We begin by recalling

DEFINITION 1.1. The Frattini séries of a group G

Gx &gt; G2&gt; ••• &gt; Gn &gt; Gw + 1
&gt; •••

is given by Gx G, Gn + x Gpn[G, GJ, n ^ 1. A group is said to hâve Frattini length

Then &lt;PG G2 is the Frattini subgroup of G and G/G2 Hx(G;¥p) is an
elementary abelian p -group. If G is a p -group then d, the minimum number of
generators of G, is the rank of G/G2.

Following Martin [Mn] we defined &quot;almost ail&quot;.

DEFINITION 1.2. Let Adn be the (finite) set of isomorphism classes of
p -groups of Frattini length n generated by a minimum of d éléments. Given a

property S of groups (invariant under isomorphisms) let Ddn c Adn be the subset of
éléments having property S. Then we say almost ail p -groups of Frattini length n
hâve property S if

It is known [Mn] that \Ad&gt;n \ -? oo as soon as n ^ 2.

To state our first resuit we recall the définition of the Burnside category se

([AGM, p. 454-5]). The objects are the finite groups and morJ^(G1,G2) is the
Grothendieck group (under disjoint union) of isomorphism classes of finite
Gx x G2-sets where we assume that Gx acts from the left and G2 acts freely from the

right. Then mor^ (G,, G2) is easily seen to be the free abelian group on isomorphism

classes of transitive such G, x G2-sets, représentatives of which are given by
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the orbit sets G, x G2/Hp where H is a subgroup of Gx, p is a homomorphism from

i/ to G2 and //p {(h, p(h))\ h e H). Composition mor^ (G,, G2) x mor^ (G2, G*)

-&gt;mor^ (Gx, G3) is bilinear and induced by taking Cartesian products over G2.

Equivalently mor^ (Gx, G2) could be defined as the free abelian group on
équivalence classes of pairs (H, p) with (H, p) ~ (K, x) if Hp and Kx are conjugate in
Gx x G2. If one thinks of the pair (H, p) as a formai composition of an abstract
transfer from G, to H followed by the homomorphism p then the composition law
as defined above is équivalent to the double coset formula (cf. [N, §3]). Therefore
mod p cohomology (with trivial coefficients) can be thought of as a contravariant
functor from s/ to abelian groups. Such functors are also called global Mackey
functors. Now the double Burnside ring A(G, G) is defined to be the endomorphism
ring mor^ (G, G).

A reduced global Mackey functor is one which vanishes on the trivial group,
e.g. reduced cohomology with trivial coefficients. Accordingly we define the reduced
double Burnside ring Â(G, G) as the quotient of A(G, G) by the two-sided idéal of
morphisms which factor through the trivial group. Finally we define the reduced

completed double Burnside ring Â(P, P)A of a finite p -group P as Â(P, P) ® Zp
where Zp dénotes the p-adic integers.

THEOREM 1.3. Â(P9 P)A is a local ring for almost ail p-groups P of Frattini
length n&gt;2.

Using G. Carlsson&apos;s solution of the Segal Conjecture [C], Lewis, May, and

McClure [LMM] hâve established a ring isomorphism

Â{P,PY *{BP,BP} (1.4)

for /?-groups. Hère BP is the classifying space of P and {BP9 BP) dénotes the ring
of stable self maps under composition. The topological translation of Theorem 1.3

is

COROLLARY 1.5. BP is stably indécomposable for almost ail p-groups P of
Frattini length n ^ 2.

Theorem 1.3 follows directly from Theorems 1.7, 1.8 below.

DEFINITION 1.6. We say P satisfies

Condition (a) if [P, Qk+ XP] £ QkP for ail fc £ 0, where QkP is the subgoup of P

generated by éléments of order pk or less.
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Condition (b) if Pf Qn+x _SP for ail j ^ 1, where Pj is the j-th term in the

Frattini séries and n is the Frattini length of P.

Obviously (a) holds if P is abelian. Also (b) =&gt; (a) since [P, Qk + lP]
[P, Pn^k] ^ Pn +1 _* QkP. Informally (a) means taking commutators reduces the

orders of éléments in P. More precisely it means that conjugation by éléments of P
is trivial on the quotients Qk+xPjQkP,k &gt;0. This implies in particular that the

/?-th power map takes Qk+\P to ®kP f°r &amp;U ^ and by induction we see that
xpk+x 1 for each xeQk+lP.

Examples illustrating thèse conditions are discussed in Remarks 2, 3 below; see

also Example 6.2. For odd primes, condition (a) is implied by the assumption for
k 0. We heartily thank the référée for this important observation.

PROPOSITION 1.6.1. Let P be a p-group, p&gt;2, ail ofwhose éléments oforder
p lie in the center. Then P satisftes condition (a).

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the order of P and follows Black-
burn&apos;s proof of a theorem of Thompson [Hu; III. 12.2].

Consider G PIQXP. We will show that QXG is central in G, hence G satisfies

condition (a) by inductive hypothesis. In order to deduce (a) for P it then suffices

to show that the preimage of Qk_ x(P/QxP) Qk_lG under the projection map
from P to G is QkP. Now each élément y eQk_xG has order at most pk~l because

G satisfies (a). So if x is a preimage of y then jc^&quot;1 e QXP which is elementary
abelian by assumption and we are done.

So we hâve to show that O, G is central in G. Let AjQx P be maximal among the

normal abelian subgroups of G of exponent p. Then [A, A]&lt;&gt;QXP &lt;&gt; Z(p) by the

inductive assumption. Hence [A, A] has exponent p and A has class 2. If a g A,

g eP then ag ab9 beA and ap e Qx P. Hence

h
ap (ap)8 (a*)p (ab)p apbp[b9 a]W apbp

and bp 1. Thus beQxP and A/QXP &lt;&gt; Z(G). It follows from Alperin&apos;s theorem

[Hu; III. 12.1] that every élément of order p of G is in A/QXP and hence central.

D

THEOREM î .7. Suppose P satisfies condition (a). IfOui (P) is a p-group and P
has no non-trivial retracts then Â(P9 P)A is a local ring.
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We recall that Q ^ Pis a retract if there is a homomorphism r : P-+Q such that
r\Q=idQ

Let

(0
(ii)
(iii)

Kdn c Adn
Out (P) is

P has no
condition

consist of/?-groups
a /?-group,

non-trivial retracts,
(b&gt;.

P satisfying

and

THEOREM 1.8. Almost ail p-groups ofFrattini length n^2 satisfy (i), (ii), and

(iii), Le.

Next we examine some group cohomological conséquences of thèse ideas. If H
is a subgroup of G, then we dénote the restriction homomorphism from H*(G; ¥p)

toH*(H;¥p)byi*H,G.

THEOREM 1.9. If P satisfies condition (a) then

i*NtG : H*(G; ¥p) =&gt; H*(NGP; ¥p) /*?(/»; F,)&quot;^

for any finite group G with P as Sylow p-subgroup. {WGP NGP/P • CGP).

REMARKS.
1. This resuit generalizes Swan&apos;s Theorem [S] which is the assertion for P

abelian. Swan&apos;s proof relies essentially on the method of stable éléments

([CE]) and does not carry over directly. Recently, J. Thévenaz has given a

completely group theoretic proof of 1.9 using Alperin&apos;s fusion theory. Also,
there are &quot;classical proofs&quot; of the ifl-version of 1.9, e.g. by using Grûn&apos;s

Second Theorem [Hu], [S] and an easy induction on the length of the

O-filtration of P. A resuit of this type was first shown to us by A. Brandis
and it is a pleasure to acknowledge helpful discussions with him on this

point. We wish to emphasise, however, that knowledge of the structure of the
double Burnside ring was crucial in our discovery of the resuit.

2. If P Q2m, the generalized quaternion group of order 2m, then P satisfies

condition (a) iff m 3. If m &gt; 3 then Out (P) is a 2-group and hence

WG{P) 1 acts trivially on H*(P; F2). For a suitable odd prime power q, P
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G SL2(¥q) and i%tG is not an isomorphism. Thus
one sees that the conclusion of Theorem 1.9 holds iff m 3.
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3. An example satisfying condition (a) but not (b) is given by the semidirect

product

P &lt;x,y | jc8 l,j&gt;4= 1,yxy~l =x5}.

The next resuit is folklore; we include it for completeness.

PROPOSITION 1.10. //Out (P) is a p-group then

for any group G with P as Sylow p-subgroup.

Finally we consider a random finite group. To make this précise, we say two

groups G, G&apos; are Sylow p-equivalent if they hâve isomorphic Sylow p-subgroups
P « P&apos;. We may then consider the équivalence classes of Sylow p -équivalent

groups, one for each p -group P.

We recall that a group G is called p-nilpotent if a Sylow p-subgroup possesses

a normal p -complément, i.e., a normal p&apos;-subgroup K such that G K • P. Tate [T]
has shown that G is p-nilpotent iff i%G : H*(G; ¥p) -+H*(P; ¥p) is an isomorphism
in dimension 1 (and hence in ail dimensions). Then we hâve

COROLLARY 1.11. For almost ail p-groups ofFrattini length n ^ 2 each group
in the associated Sylow p-équivalence class satisfies the following équivalent conditions:

(i) G is p-nilpotent
(ii) i%G: H*(G;FP)^H*(P; F,)
(iii) BP cz BG stably, localized at p.

This follows from 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.7

We recall from [P; Th. 1.5] that if Â(P9 P)A fails to be a local ring then one of
the following must hold

(a) Out (P) is not a p-group
(P) there are subgroups, Q^P&apos;^P, 1 # Q # P, a retraction g : P&apos; -? Q and a

primitive idempotent e e¥p Out Q which contains the following élément Wg
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as a factor: if N(Q, P&apos;) dénotes the set of éléments x e P such that
xQx~l£P&apos; then P&apos; acts on N{Q,P&apos;) from the left and we let
Wg Jlxg o cx where cx(-) x(-)x~l and the sum runs over ail those cosets
in P&apos;\N(Q, P&apos;) for which g ° cx is an automorphism of Q.

In [P] thèse criteria are given in topological ternis but the translation is direct
from (1.4). We also note that in case P&apos; P then Wg 1 and so (/?) simply asserts

the existence of a retraction g : P -+Q.

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose (jS) holds for P. Then condition (a) implies P P&apos; in (p).

Proof. Because QnP P for n large, it suffices to show by induction that
QkP&lt;*P&apos; for Jfc 0, 1, 2, ...,/i. This is trivial for k 0 since QoP \. Now
suppose QkP &lt;&gt; P&apos; for some A:, 0 ^ fc &lt; «. By (a) we hâve [g, ilk+ {P] £ QkP £ P&apos;

which implies Gk+lP £ N(Q, P). Moreover, Qk + xP acts on the right of
P&apos;\N(Q, P&apos;) by right multiplication. To see this let a e Qk+ {P9 x e N(Q, P&apos;\ q eQ
then

(xa)q(xa) ~ &apos;

(x[a9 q]x ~ *)(xqx &apos;l) (1)

where x[a, q]x~
x eQkP &lt;&gt; P&apos; since QkP is normal in P.

SUBLEMMA 2.2. The action ofQk+lP on P&apos;\N(Q9 P&apos;) has afixedpoint.

If follows that Qk+lP &lt;&gt; P&apos; which complètes the induction.

Proof of sublemma 2.2. Suppose q sQJ+lQ,j ^0. Then

by induction and so [a, q] g Qmin{k,} P&apos; ^ QjPf since QtP ^ P&apos; implies Q{P ^ O/P&apos;.

By(l)

c«(9) cx([a, q]) • c,^) cx{q) mod D.P&apos;.

Hence

g ° ^a(^) ^ ° ^x(^) mod Dyg (2)
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since g : P&apos; -*Q restricts to g : QjPf -* Q}Q. Thus g ° cxa and g o cx induce the same

endomorphisms of QJ+lQ/QjQ. It follows that g ° cxa is an automorphism iff g o cx
is one.

Now to prove the Sublemma we consider the natural homomorphism

a: Out (0 ^fi O* (G,+.Ô/Ô,Ô).
J

An automorphism of a /&gt;-group which stabilizes a normal séries must hâve order a

power of p [G; Cor 5.3.3]. Hence ker a is a /?-group and a induces an algebra
homomorphism

F» : F, Out (0 - F, (fi Out (G, +.
QIQjQ))

with nilpotent kernel [HK]. However, if G*+ ,P acts on P&apos;\N(Q, P) without fixed

points then (2) shows that each orbit contributes 0 to F/?(a) (tVg). Hence Wg is in
the kernel of F/,(a) contradicting Wg being a factor in a nonzero idempotent.

Proofof Theorem 1.7. By Lemma 2.1, either (a) holds or (p) holds with Pr P

contradicting our assumption that Out (P) is a p-group and P has no non-trivial
retracts.

3. Martin&apos;s theory

In this section we recall some methods and results of U. Martin [Mn], which we

use in the proof of Theorem 1.8.

If P is a /?-group gênerated by d éléments then an automorphism of P induces

an automorphism of P/P2, i.e. an élément of GLd(¥p). The group of automor-
phisms arising in this way we dénote by A(P). Thus there is a short exact séquence

1 &gt; K(P) &gt; Aut (P) &gt; A(P) &gt; 1

where K(P) is the subgroup of automorphisms inducing the identity on P/P2&gt; By a

resuit of P. Hall [Hu; III.3.17], K(P) is a p-group.
Now let F F(d) dénote the free group in d generators and let H F/Fn +, for

n ^ 1. Then H satisfies the following universal property: For a group G of Frattini
length n9 homomorphisms H-+G are specified by a choice of d éléments of G. From
this it follows that a p-group PeAdn (see Def. 1.2) corresponds to an orbit
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or normal subgroups K &lt; H under the action of Aut (H), i.e. P % H/K and K&apos;s in
the same orbit give rise to isomorphic P&apos;s. In fact such subgroups K are easily seen

to lie in H2.
Upon passing to the limit d-* oo, more can be said. Let Bdn c Adn be the subset

corresponding to subgroups of H which lie in Hn, Cdn a Bdn be the subset

consisting of isomorphism classes of groups with A{P) 1. By définition GLd(¥p)
acts on the vector space Hx/H2. This extends to an action on HJHl+ { by use of the
standard commutator formulas.

THEOREM 3.1. ([Mn], Th. 2.2). Qn bijects with the set of regular orbits of
GLd(¥p) on subspaces of Hn.

THEOREM 3.2. ([Mn], Th. 3.4).

\R, I

1 (i)

: 1 (ii)

4. Proof of Theorem 1.8

We will show that for most subspaces K &lt;&gt; Hn the group P — H/K satisfies

conditions (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 1.8. Of course, thèse conditions are independent
of the member AT of a GLd(¥p) orbit of subspaces of Hn and, as most orbits are

regular by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2(ii), we will then see that for most orbits we hâve

that P satisfies (ii), (iii) as well as (i) by Theorem 3.1. Then Theorem 3.2(i) will
complète the proof.

We start our proof by recalling the following facts

(1) The dimension œ(n, d) of Hn (H with d-generators) is a polynomial in d of
degree n with leading coefficient \/n. [HB, Chap. VIII, Thms. 1.9, 11.5].

(2) The number v(k, l) of ail /-dimensional subspaces of a fc-dimensional

fp -vector space is given by

K&gt;
)&quot;(/»&apos;D--(/»&apos;p&apos;-1)
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As a lower bound for the cardinality of the set R(n, d) of ail subspaces of Hn we
use

(3) \R(n, d)\ ^ v(û&gt;(«, d), [œ(n9 d)/2]) where [m/2] dénotes the greatest integer

Now we deal with conditions (ii) and (iii) separately.

Condition (ii). We consider the set N(n, d) of ail subspaces K &lt;&gt; Hn such that
P H/K has non-trivial retracts, or equivalently, such that there is a non-trivial
idempotent endomorphism p of P with p ^ id.

Given such a p we perform the following construction. Choose a lift of p to an

endomorphism p of H which leaves K invariant.

K —

ÏP

K —

-&gt;// &gt;

ÏP

-»# &gt;

P

ÏP

P

Then p is also a lift of the retraction r on V P/P2 HjH2 induced by p.
Furthermore p \Hn dépends only on r and is also a retraction.

To say that K is invariant under p is équivalent to K Kx © K2 with Kx ^ p(Hn)
and ÀT2 ^ (id - p)(Hn). Hence we get

N(n, d):= {AT ^ /yw | there is a retraction r of F, r^O, r^id, such that
K KX®K2 with Kx &lt;&gt; p(Hn), K2 &lt;&gt; (id - p)(i/w) where p is the unique
endomorphism of Hn obtained as restriction of some lift of r}

To estimate \N(n, d)\ we use the following notation.
Dénote dimr(F) by d&apos;, dim p(Hn) =(o(n,d&apos;) by œ&apos; and œ — œ&apos; by œ&quot;. The

number of retractions of V with dim r(V) d&apos; will be denoted by p(d, d&apos;).

Then we hâve

et Œ 1 &amp;|=s0&amp;2sss0

Next we use

p(d, d&apos;) ({Rétractions to a fixed subspace of dimension d&apos;}\ • v(d, d&apos;)

v(fc, /) £ v(k, 1^1) for ail 0 &lt;: / ^ *: (6)
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to get

|AT(«, d)\ z *|&apos; p(d, d&apos;)co&apos;œ&quot;v(a&gt;&apos;, f^-T

* ^ Y p&apos;«-&apos;&gt;v(d, d&apos;)v(a&gt;&apos;, [f])v(«&quot;, [y])

*-V- 1),s™x (,—M*&lt;*»(»&apos;.(y])(«&quot;,[f]) (7)

To proceed we need the following

LEMMA For each pnmp p and each e &gt; 0 there is a constant C C(p, s) such

that for ail positive integers l ^k we hâve

pt(k-l)

Proof Write

1 _ n-k + r- 1

v(*f/)=

Now choose rQ large enough such that 1/(1 — p~r) ^pe for ail r - r0 and put
C n, &lt;;r&lt;;ro 1/(1 — p~r) This gives the upper estimate for v(k,l), the lower
estimate is immédiate

From (7) and the Lemma we get with a suitable new constant C&quot; C&apos;(p, e)

logp \N(n, d)\ ^ C + 2 logp co + log^ rf

-h max i 2rfX^ - ^) + 7
û&gt;&apos;2 + t g&gt;&quot;2 + &lt;^ + û)&apos; + û&gt;&quot;) fi &lt;*±&lt;i-\ (44 J

^ C + 2 log,, co + logp rf -h e(J + co)

P l
&lt;- œ + - co&apos;to&apos; — co) + 2rf&apos;(^ ~ ^0

i [4 2
max
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while (3) and the Lemma yield

\ogp \R(n9d)*-a&gt;2.

Hence it suffices to show that

lim \ C + 2 \ogp (û + log, d + s(d + œ)
d-* oo (^

+ ma* {=:(.-.Tf^fi- ,)}},-oo. (8)
-i (2 \a&gt;(a&gt;—©) /JJ

Now we use that œ resp. co&apos; are polynomials in d resp. rf&apos; of degree n ^ 2 with
positive leading coefficients. Therefore we find

lim max -
1

d-^ool^d&apos;^d— 10) I 2

and (8) holds if we choose 0 &lt; e &lt; 1/2.

Condition (iii). We consider only Qn+1 _}P ^ Py ; the opposite inequality always
holds since (PJ)P&quot;

+ Ï~J ^ Pn + l l. Thus we are reduced to showing that for almost
ail subspaces K £ Hn, if x g H and x^ l~JeK, then xeHj(\£j &lt;&gt;n).

Now if n &gt; 2 there is an isomorphism of vector spaces

where /fp is the subgroup generated by p-th powers and yt (H) is the i-th term of
the lower central séries of H (this follows from [HB; Chap VIII, Th. 1.9, Lemma

1.1]; see also [BK; proof of Th. 3]). It also follows from thèse références that
Qn+1 -jH Hr Thus it suffices to show that almost ail K £ Hn satisfy KnHp 0.

Now we estimate the number /*(è, a) of subspaces of a 6-dimensional F^-vector
space B which intersect a given a-dimensional subspace A nontrivially by

£
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and hence by (6)

H(b, a) ^ b - v(a, 1) • v( b — 1,

In our case we hâve b œ and a dim (HpnHn) is polynomial in d of degree n — 1

(see [HB, Chap VIII, Thms. 1.9, 11.15).

By using the Lemma we find (again with a suitable constant C&quot; C&quot;(/&gt;, £))

lim
d—* oo

Choosing 0&lt;e &lt; 1/2 we see that this limit is — oo and we are done in case
n&gt;2.

In case n 2 any P which satisfîes (ii) also satisfies (iii). That is, if Qx P is not
contained in P2 then P has a non trivial retract and we are done in this case, too.

n

5. Proofs of Theorem 1.9 and Proposition 1.10

Throughout this section we abbreviate NG(P) by N and H*( ; ¥p) by //*().

Proof of Theorem 1.9. The composition of i%G with the transfer

trGN: H*G -+H*N is multiplication by [G : N] and hence is mono because [G : N]
is prime to p.

To show surjectivity it suffices to show that the compositions

tf si p ip m

e% : H*P —&gt; H*N —^ H*P

and

&apos;rG P lP G
e% : H*P —&gt; H*G —&gt; #*P

hâve the same image (note that both transfers are onto and both restrictions are

mono). Clearly

(1)
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Now we consider in A Â(P, P) ® ¥p the éléments

and

By the double coset formula we hâve

xe W

and

where / is a linear combination of terms of the form &lt;j&gt; o trPP, where P ^Pf and &lt;/&gt;

is a suitable homomorphism P -? P\ We will see below that / is in the nilpotent
radical Rad A.

Now let e&apos;G eG/\W\, e&apos;N — eNl\W\, and /&apos; l/\W\. Then because eîv is clearly
idempotent

ifk is large. Using the idempotency of e&apos;N again and (1) we conclude [mefi Imeg.
It remains to show that / is in Rad ,4. If not, then decomposing A as a direct

sum of indécomposable A -modules and passing to the semisimple quotient A/
Rad A shows that / gives rise to a map Mx -? M2 of suitable indécomposable
summands which is nontrivial on the corresponding simple modules and hence is an
isomorphism. Moreover / involves only transfers to proper subgroups of P and
hence by the proof of [P; Thm. 1.5] condition (/?) of §2 must hold for subgroups
Q &lt;&gt; P&apos; &lt;, P, P&apos; # P (using the language of [P], M corresponds to a dominant
summand of BQ for some Q ^ P). However, by Lemma 2.1, (a) implies P&apos; P in
(/?). This contradiction complètes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 1.10. Since W-N/P is a /?&apos;-group we hâve, by Zassen-
haus&apos; Theorem, a split short exact séquence

1 &gt;P &gt;N W &gt;1
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Since Out (P) is a /&gt;-group, W acts trivially on P. Thus N s P x fF and so
: /J*JV -^-&gt; #*P is an isomorphism by the Kûnneth Theorem.

6. Examples

In this section we give two examples to illustrate the phenomena discussed in
this paper.

EXAMPLE 6.1. Let p be an odd prime. Let P be the group of Frattini length
2 generated by xu x29 x3 subject to the relations

A [*i, x2], xp2 [xx, x3][x2, x3]9 xp3 [x2, x3]

Then |P|=/?6. Heineken and Liebeck [HL, §6] showed that AutP is a p-group
(condition i)). Their argument also shows that P has no non-trivial retracts

(condition ii)). By inspection Q3-jP PJ9j 1, 2 (condition iii)). Thus by Theorem
1.7, Â(P, P)A is a local ring and BP is stably indécomposable.

The next example shows (a) and (b) are not necessary conditions for indecom-

posability.

EXAMPLE 6.2. J. Dietz [D] has shown that BP is stably indécomposable for
P a non-split metacyclic /?-group (i.e. P is an extension of a cyclic /?-group by a

cyclic p -group, but no such extension for P splits) unless P is a generalized

quaternion group. The smallest such group is

p &lt;jc,y | xp3 1,yp3 xp\yxy~l

of order p6 if p is odd and

P (x,y \x* \,y4 x49yxy~l =x3&gt;

of order 32. Thèse groups do not satisfy condition (a).
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